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… the problem of the age of the earth
Before Kelvin: It was a very natural assumption that the earth and the species on it, including man,
were all created at the same time.
The age of the earth would then be man’s recorded history, a few thousand years and its geography
and landscape essentially unchanged since the beginning
Charles Lyell (1797-1875) ‘Principles of Geology’ UNIFORMITARISM
Earth was shaped by processes still in operation today

William Thompson, Lord Kelvin (1824-1907) ‘Treatise of Natural
Philosophy’. Solves the heat equation. Age of the earth ~ 109 yrs

Ernest Rutherford (1871-1937) . ‘The discovery of radio active
elements increases the possible limit of life in the planet’ . Age
of tehe earth ~ 2-3 109 yrs

Beyond the regional scale: a global perspective
… on air and ground temperature coupling

Can we assume surface air
temperatures and ground surface
temperatures are coupled?
Outline
• What happens if we assume SAT & GST are coupled on
long term (multi centennial) timescales?
• What happens if we cannot?
… with implications for climate variability in the last
millennium and future climate change scenario simulations

Heat conduction in the subsurface

Geothermal gradient and climate
induced anomaly profiles (in
absence of non climatic factors
(advection, ground water flow,
vegetation changes, etc)

If surface T variable  Solution
incorporates anomaly profile dependent
on erf function

If surface T constant  Solution defined
by linear geothermal gradient

But … what is the time scale of
this propagation?

Carslaw, H. S., and J. C. Jaeger: Conduction of heat in solids, Oxford U. Press, 1959

Heat conduction in the subsurface: how long does it take?

Depth attenuation of an unit
amplitude thermal wave
propagating downward in
medium with thermal
diffusivity 10-6 m2 s-1

T changes that took place 1000 yrs ago
propagate down to z > 500 m
… do we have observations for this?

Pollack, H. & S. Huang: Ann. Rev. Earth Plan. Sci, 28, 339-365, 2000

Availability of borehole temperature profiles (BTPs), why are they important?
BTPs & background geothermal gradient
E.g.: US-VA6-60 logged in 19964 and 1995, BTP and reduced
temperature profiles

Available NH reduced BTPs

NH BTPs indicate subsurface
warming in the last decades

… but also provide an estimation of
temperature changes through time

Harris, R. & D. S. Chapman, 2001: GRL, 28, 747-750, 2001

Availability of borehole temperature profiles (BTPs), why are they important?

… but also provide an estimation of
temperature changes through time

Nitoiu, D. and H. Beltrami: JGR, 110, F01005, 2005

Estimation of T changes in the last centuries

BTPs NH distribution,
density and depth

Inversion of BTPs indicates NH
warming since LIA of ca. 1 K

What are the implications of this
within the context of last millennium
climate change assessment?
… for this let’s briefly have a look at
how NH T are derived from proxy
evidence
Pollack, H. & J. Smerdon: JGR, 109, D11106, 2004 // Beltrami, H. & E. Bourlon: EPSL 227, 169-177, 2004

Proxy & multi-proxy estimation past T changes
Distribution of multi proxy information

Evidence is provided from various proxy
sources that are (with limitations)
sensitive to past temperature changes at
local and regional level

Osborn, T., and K. Briffa: Science, 841-844, 2006

Proxy & multi-proxy estimation past T changes
Distribution of multi proxy information

Multi proxy information is used to
calibrate statistical models (CPS, linear,
analog, bayesian…) in the instrumental
period and estimate past tempeature
changes

IPCC- 2001

Mann, M., R. S. Bradley and M. K. Hughes: Nature, 392, 779-787, 1998

Proxy & multi-proxy estimation past T changes
-Jansen et al., IPCC, 2007-

NH last millennium T reconstructions
Different proxies and methods suggest a
variety of amplitudes in the NH
temperature response to external
forcings
… and this is why BTPs became
important

… and people started to wonder why
such discrepancies. .. perhaps they
could be due to methodological
problems in paleo climate
reconstructions
… also, they did not help in model
data comparison

Jansen et al., IPCC, 2007 // Fernandez-Donado et al.: Clim. Past. Discussions, 2012.
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NH last millennium T reconstructions
Different proxies and methods suggest a
variety of amplitudes in the NH
temperature response to external
forcings
… and this is why BTPs became
important

… and people started to wonder why
such discrepancies. .. perhaps they
could be due to methodological
problems in paleo climate
reconstructions
… also, they did not help in model
data comparison

Jansen et al., IPCC, 2007 // Fernandez-Donado et al.: Clim. Past. Discussions, 2012.

Multi-proxy estimation past T changes and climate model simulations
AOGCMs are driven with estimations of past external
forcing: solar variability, volcanic activity, GHGs, aerosols,
land-use
ECHO-G: solar variability, volcanic activity & GHGs

T response follows changes in
external forcing and generates a
MCA, a LIA and warming in the
recent centuries

… model simulations are in itself
a ‘substitute’ for reality and can
be used to test reconstruction
methodologies.

González-Rouco, J. F., H. von Storch and E. Zorita: GRL, 30, 2116-2119, 2003

Pseudo-reality assessment: testing reconstruction methodologies in the model world
Evaluation of Mann et al (1999)
NH last millennium T reconstructions

… some reconstruction methodologies (e.
g. regression based) indeed
underestimate low frequency variability
… but… do BTP inversions overestimate?

von Storch, H., E. Zorita, Y. Dimitriev, J. F. González-Rouco and S. Tett: Science, 306, 679-682, 2004

Multi-proxy estimation past T changes and climate model simulations
Evaluation of BTP inversion method for climate
reconstruction

Long term T trends can be
recovered via inversion. No
signs of overestimation of LIApresent changes… perhaps
underestimation
González-Rouco, J. F., H. Beltrami, E. Zorita and H. von Storch: GRL, 33, L01703, 2006

Multi-proxy estimation past T changes and climate model simulations
Depth distribution

Date distribution

Other limitations may be tested
introducing realism in the
approach
González-Rouco, J. F., H. Beltrami, E. Zorita, and M. B. Stevens: Clim. Past, 5, 97-127, 2009

Multi-proxy estimation past T changes and climate model simulations
Depth distribution

Other limitations may be tested
introducing realism in the
approach
González-Rouco, J. F., H. Beltrami, E. Zorita, and M. B. Stevens: Clim. Past, 5, 97-127, 2009

Simulated and observed BTPs: model data comparison

Distribution of real BTPs in NA:
single profiles (red) and regional average (black)
Different
regions
indicate
different amplitudes of warming
in the last centuries.

AOGCMs/RCMs do not simulate
such large soil depths
…how can these be compared
to model data?

Beltrami, H., J. F. González-Rouco and M. B. Stevens: GRL, 33, L09705, 2006

Soil model in AOGCMs

Extension of

Soil model

Warrilow et al., 1986 Met. Off. Tech. Note, 38.

Land-Sea Mask
T30 resolution

Soil processes:
T(z) soil
Snow pack
Soil hidrology

Z=0 m
T1=
0.065 m
T2=

0.319 m

T3=
1.232 m
T4=
4.134 m
T5=
9.834 m

Simulated and observed BTPs: model data comparison

ECHO-g
temperature-time
series from the 3 integrations
(FOR1) (FOR2) (CTRL) are
forward-modeled into the
ground
to
yield
the
subsurface thermal profiles
that result from temperature
trends at the surface.

Beltrami, H., J. F. González-Rouco and M. B. Stevens: GRL, 33, L09705, 2006

All boreholes (BH) in a
region are averaged via
simultaneous inversion to
obtain
the
mean
subsurface temperature
anomaly profile (TP) for
each region.

Simulated and observed BTPs: model data comparison
Data-model comparison. ECHO-G GSTs are
forward modeled for a control and two millennial
forced runs and compared to regional profiles

Forced runs are better in represening present
warming at any region
Some regional differences qualitatively
resembled observed BTP surface warmings.

Beltrami, H., J. F. González-Rouco and M. B. Stevens: GRL, 33, L09705, 2006
Stevens, M. B., J. F. González-Rouco and H. Beltrami: JGR-ES, 113, F01008, 2008

Simulated and observed BTPs: model data comparison

Pollack, H. and S. Huang: Ann. Rev. Earth Planet. Sci., 28, 339-365, 2000
González-Rouco, J. F., H. Beltrami, E. Zorita, and M. B. Stevens: Clim. Past, 5, 97-127, 2009

Simulated and observed GSTs: questioning SAT-GST coupling

Data-model comparison.
GISS model SAT & GST in warm and cold
season 1950-2000

Largest trend differences coincide with areas of
snow cover trends
Summer: SAT-GST coupling
Winter: SAT-GST differences
increase due to snow cover
insulation

… and this may invalidate the hypothesis
assumed for multicentennial climate
reconstructions 
Mann, M. and G. Schmidt: GRL, 30, 12, 1607, 2003

Simulated and observed GSTs: questioning SAT-GST coupling
ECHO-G millennial simulations: influence of snow and soil moisture on SAT-GST

Snow insulation: changes in snow depth (anti)
correlate with SAT-GST differences in mid-high
latitudes

Soil moisture: changes in Sm correlate/ anticorrelate with SAT-GST differences in mid-low
latitudes

… and these may not be the only perturbing factors: e.g. vegetation and land use changes

González-Rouco, J. F., H. Beltrami, E. Zorita, and M. B. Stevens: Clim. Past, 5, 97-127, 2009

Simulated and observed GSTs: questioning SAT-GST coupling
SAT & GST : propagation of annual temperature signals

Ln(Amplitude) and phase diminish
linearly with depth

Smerdon, J., H. N. Pollack, V. N. Cermak, J. W. Enz, M. Crest, J. Safanda and J. F. Wehmiller: 109, D21107, 2004.

Simulated and observed GSTs: questioning SAT-GST coupling
SAT & GST : ECHO-G simulated & observed

AOGCM does a ‘realistic’ job

Smerdon, J., H. N. Pollack, V. N. Cermak, J. W. Enz, M. Crest, J. Safanda and J. F. Wehmiller: 109, D21107, 2004.
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Simulated and observed GSTs: questioning SAT-GST coupling
Evaluation of BTP inversion method for climate
reconstruction

Local/regional processes
operate on decadal/multidecadal timescales in the
simulation and do not project on
NH GST-SAT coupling
… unless they would contribute to long term trends that would decouple SAT & GST
González-Rouco, J. F., H. Beltrami, E. Zorita and H. von Storch: GRL, 33, L01703, 2006

Simulated and observed GSTs: the problem of BBCP placement
But yet another problem… AOGCMs are too shallow

Amplitude attenuation and phase shift are
different for a finite BBCP as in AOGCMs to
the ‘standard’ infinite half space solutions

… and this may impact energy storage in the subsurface !
Smerdon, J. E., and M Stieglitz: GRL, 33, L14402, 2006

Can we know where & how much energy has been recently stored in NH listosphere?

Heat gain estimated from inversion of subsurface heat flux anomalies

heat gain

heat loss

Spatially heterogeneous picture.
Overall continental areas have absorbed energy in the last centuries:
4.8 1021 J during the last 50 yrs
13.3 1021 J during the last 200 yrs

How do this numbers compare to
those gained by other
subsystems?

Beltrami, H, E. Bourlon, L. Kellman, J. F. González-Rouco,: GRL, 33, L06717, 2006

How much do the various subsystem components contribute to heat ballance?
1961-2003

Energy content changes

1993-2003

for various system components
(x 1022 J )

How realistically do
AOGCMs reproduce
continental heat storage?
Continents have absorved as much energy as the whole atmosphere
in the last 50 yrs … and may continue to do so…

Levitus, S., J. Antonov, T. Boyer: GRL, 32, L02604, 2005 / IPCC 2007

What are the implications, if
any for future climate chante
scenario experiments?

How realistic are AOGCMs in representing continental heat storage?

Observed continental heat flux
1780-1980 AD

ECHO-G simulated continental heat
flux 1780-1980 AD

AOGCMs under estimate
energy storage due to the
shallow LSM BBCP.
Average underestimation > 0.5
with mean observational fluxes

MacDougal, A., H. Beltrami, J. F. González-Rouco, M. B. Stevens and E. Bourlon: JGR, 115, D12109, 2010.

How realistic are AOGCMs in representing continental heat storage?

Observed continental heat flux
1780-1980 AD

ECHO-G simulated continental heat
flux 1780-1980 AD
1DSM evaluates heat storage for
variable depths in A2 and B2 IPCC
scenarios
1DSM modified from:
Goodrich, L. E.: Can Geotech. J.,
19, 421-432 (1982)

AOGCM values are in the range
of observations
… with differences, yes.

MacDougal, A., H. Beltrami, J. F. González-Rouco, M. B. Stevens and E. Bourlon: JGR, 115, D12109, 2010.

What are the implications of shallow BBCPs for future climate change experiments?
A millennial ECHO-G
simulation is used to drive
offline a 1DSM as spin up for
initial conditions
1DSM evaluates heat storage
for variable depths in A2 and
B2 IPCC scenarios
1DSM modified from:
Goodrich, L. E.: Can Geotech.
J., 19, 421-432 (1982)

Heat storage for 1 m2: 6-9 108 J.
Heat storage unacounted for continental landmass in A2~ 1x1023 J
10 x heat stored in 50 years by land surface or atmosphere

Stevens, B., J. E. Smerdon, J. F. González-Rouco, M. Stieglitz and H. Beltrami: GRL, 34, L02702, 2007.

What are the implications of shallow BBCPs for future climate change experiments?

Heat storage unacounted for continental landmass
in A2~ 1x1023 J

Energy content changes (x 1022 J )

Ratio of heat gained for a BBCP at z (m)
compared to a 10 m BBCP in ECHO-G

With a BBCP of 120 m increased storage capacity by ~
5 times
Equivalent to 10 times heat stored in 50 years by
land surface and atmosphere

Stevens, B., J. E. Smerdon, J. F. González-Rouco, M. Stieglitz and H. Beltrami: GRL, 34, L02702, 2007.

What are the implications of shallow BBCPs for future climate change experiments?
Heat accumulated by ECHO-G

ECHO-G & offline 1DLSM (600 m BBCP)

in millennial and A2 experiment

In A2 & B2

Differences in energy storage due to changing
BBCP are larger than differences in climate
change scenario.

MacDougal, A., J. F. González-Rouco, M. B. Stevens and H. Beltrami: GRL, 35, L13702, 2008
González-Rouco, J. F., H. Beltrami, E. Zorita, and M. B. Stevens: Clim. Past, 5, 97-127, 2009

What are the implications of shallow BBCPs for future climate change experiments?

Heat storage in ECHO-G with the offline 1DLSM (600 m BBCP) in A2 and B2

A2

B2

Underestimation is larger for northern latitudes

In present climate model simulations this heat is distributed in the
top meters of the subsurface and in the atmosphere+ocean
systems.
If deeper BBCPs were considered,
…where would this energy go?
…how would it influence the transient distribution of warming?
MacDougal, A., J. F. González-Rouco, M. B. Stevens and H. Beltrami: GRL, 35, L13702, 2008
González-Rouco, J. F., H. Beltrami, E. Zorita, and M. B. Stevens: Clim. Past, 5, 97-127, 2009

Climate since ~ 1000 AD
Conclusions

Thank you/Gracias

If we assume SAT-GST coupling…
SAT-GST coupling is important for climate reconstruction.
BTP reconstruction method robust in retreiving long term changes in T.
Comparison of model simulations and observed BTPs indicates sensitivity in BTPs to
external forcing. Segregation of forcing factors necessary for climate change attribution.
If we do not assume SAT-GST coupling…
Changes in land surface properties exist and may disrupt coupling but not in simulated
multicentennial timescales.
BBCP may indeed affect heat storage in climate simulations. Full implementation in
AOGCMs still pending

